
The International WaterCentre 
(IWC)

Engaging and communicating with stakeholders for river 

health and environmental flow assessment:

Case studies from Australia and China



Members

Partners

Supporter

A joint venture of four leading Australian universities with national and 

international knowledge networks, the IWC provides a breadth of expertise 

and experience rarely found in a single organisation.

Water leadership for the future



What does the I

Education

• Master of Integrated Water Management

Training

• Tailored Australian and Global education projects to build 
integrated water management capacity

Applied research

• Integrated water resources management

Expert advice

• Scientific and strategic policy and planning advice



Outline

• Opportunities for stakeholders in river basin 

management

• The importance of effective reporting and 

communication for river health and 

environmental flows

• Case studies

– South East Queensland, Australia

– Pearl River, Liao River, Yellow River, PR China



Opportunities for working with 
stakeholders - Identifying what 
is important about our rivers 

and water resources……

Healthy Waterways Partnership
South East Queensland, Australia



Identifying environmental values 

• Are qualities of water and rivers that support 

healthy aquatic ecosystems and human water 

uses

• Use to set management objectives (numerical) –

that will protect the values and assets from the 

effects of pollution, hydrologic change, 

extraction, ……….



People in SEQ value their waterways

• Identified by the local 
communities in South East 
Queensland 

1. ecosystem 
2. human consumers 
3. primary recreation (e.g. 
swimming) 
4. secondary recreation 
(e.g. boating) 
5. visual recreation 
6. cultural heritage 
7. industrial use 
8. aquaculture 
9. drinking water supply 
10. irrigation 
11. stock watering 
12. farm supply 

Environmental Values
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Key ecological assets and values: Liao River

• Nature reserves and conservation areas

– Wetlands

– Wildlife reserves

– Drinking water supply catchments 

– protected vegetation communities

• High conservation value species

– Rare and endangered fish species

• Ecologically important habitats and ecosystems 

components

– Fish breeding areas and migration pathways

– Remnant riparian vegetation communities



Need to balance activities in the catchment 
with uses/values

farming

industry

urbanisation

aquaculture

grazing

fishing boating

drinking water

ecosystem



The importance of effective 
reporting and communication 
of river health and water 
resource science …

Using environmental values and 
assets to establish measurable, 
scientifically relevant management 
objectives



Relevant and achievable management 

objectives, reflecting the environmental values

Feedback
loop

Community wants
and needs

Impacts not
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Monitor 
and 
review

Water quality
guidelines

Consider social, economic
& environmental impacts 

Draft Environmental
Values

Management goals

Management actions
Final EVs & WQOs 

Alternative management
Strategies

Draft water
quality objectives

Agreed EVs & water
quality objectives Impacts acceptable



Relevant and achievable management objectives, reflecting 

the environmental values

Feedback
loop

Community wants
and needs

Impacts not
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Monitor 
and 
review

Water quality
guidelines

Consider social, economic
& environmental impacts 

Draft Environmental
Values

Management goals

Management actions
Final EVs & WQOs 

Alternative management
Strategies

Draft water
quality objectives

Agreed EVs & water
quality objectives Impacts acceptable

Reduce sediments 
entering Bay

10 mg/L TSS; 
2 ug/L chl a

Run Receiving Water 
Quality Models, socio-econ 

assessment 

Large-scale riparian 
restoration; WSUD, retrofit

Aquatic ecosystem: 
seagrass in Moreton 

Bay 

Ecosystem 
Health 

Monitoring 
Program



Tracking the achievement of targets: 

Ecosystem Health Monitoring Program

254 estuarine & 
marine sites
(sampled monthly)

135 freshwater 
sites 
(sampled 2x/yr)



Environmental condition linked to achieving 
the environmental values
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Environmental Values Achieved? ？？？？

Human consumption of aquatic food

Industry

% area management 

objectives/targets are achieved

Report Card Rating

A

C

F

D
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Aquatic Ecosystems 

WildlifeHabitat 

Primary recreation

Secondary recreation

Visual recreation

Aquaculture

Cultural heritage

Oystering

Seagrass





Communicating annual monitoring results to 

the people who make a difference:  

Report Cards (A-F) 



Other example of Report card

Strickland River, New Guinea.



Indicators of river health: Liao River

Presentation Heading





Reporting on river health



• The most important tool for 
evaluating & communicating health 
of the regions waterways

• Enable large and often complex 
amounts of information to be 
communicated to a broad audience

Why produce a score card?



Report card – communication tool
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• The most important tool for 
evaluating & communicating health 
of the regions waterways

• Enable large and often complex 
amounts of information to be 
communicated to a broad audience

• Provide a framework for monitoring 
and communication activities 

Why produce a score card?



Celebration and ownership by important 

stakeholders
Lord Mayor of Brisbane and Chair of the Scientific 

Expert Panel



Increasing community awareness…



• The most important tool for 
evaluating & communicating health 
of the regions waterways

• Enable large and often complex 
amounts of information to be 
communicated to a broad audience

• Provide a framework for monitoring 
and communication activities 

• Can provide accountability; 
measuring the success of a 
particular effort

• Identify regions or issues of concern 

Why produce a score card?



National reporting framework 

http://www.water.gov.au/

River and wetland health assessment – Australian national framework 



• The most important tool for 
evaluating & communicating health 
of the regions waterways

• Enable large and often complex 
amounts of information to be 
communicated to a broad audience

• Provide a framework for monitoring 
and communication activities 

• Can provide accountability; 
measuring the success of a 
particular effort

• Identify regions or issues of concern 

• Directed / focused management 
action

Why produce a score card?



Reducing non-urban diffuse loads:



Modelling suggests 70% 
sediment in Bay comes from 
<30% catchment area

Tracer study confirms that
most sediment comes from soils 
on Marburg formation rocks

Caitcheon & Howes (2005)

Where do the sediments come from?
Identifying the source of sediment loads



Dispelling some myths

• You do not need large quantities of data

– Focus on key indicators

– Use of experts 

• The final rating is not as important as the 

message

– What is working well – what is not

– What can we do to improve things

• The benchmarks and reference sites are the 

key 

– Must be relevant, realistic but representative

– Use of indices allow you to convert to measurements 



Linking science with policy



A Partnership Approach:  
The Healthy Waterways Partnership

� Special collaboration between government, industry, researchers 
and community

� Working towards understanding, planning for and managing the use 
of waterways and catchments in South East Queensland (SEQ)

� Includes 6 Queensland (State) government agencies, all 11 local 
governments in the region, 3 water utilities, 4 universities, 30 major 
industries and 38+ catchment, landcare, environment and 
community groups



Our waterways and catchments will, by 2026,  be a 

healthy ecosystem supporting the livelihoods

and lifestyles of residents and visitors and will 

be managed through collaboration between 

community, government and industry.

Healthy Waterways Vision

� Special, voluntary collaboration between government, industry, 
researchers and community

� Working towards understanding, planning for and managing the use 
of waterways and catchments in South East Queensland (SEQ)



Science plays a critical role in the Partnership



A framework for Action: SEQ Healthy Waterways Strategy

2026 Targets

• 500 Physical & Enabling Actions
• Physical Actions

• Wastewater reuse
• Water Sensitive Urban Design
• Riparian Restoration
• Protection of High Ecological 

Value areas
• Enabling Actions

• Research
• Monitoring
• Communication, Education & 

Motivation
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Australia-China Environment 
Development Partnership:                

River Health and Environmental Flows 
in China



Project objective

• Trial international approaches to river health 

assessment and environmental flows 

assessment 

• Consider application to national-level policies 



River health assessment methodology

Underlying philosophy
1. River health is important

2. River health is much more than the quality of the water

3. Biological indicators can be more sensitive to changes in 

river condition and climate change impacts

4. Biological monitoring programs can provide valuable 

support to management for effective decision making 

5. Monitoring should focus on assets of importance



Liao River 
Basin辽河盆地

- River health
河流健康

Yellow River 
Basin黄河盆地

-E-flows 生态用水

-River health河

流健康

Pearl River Basin
珠江盆地

- River health 
assessment河流健康评

估





River classification: 

Liao River


